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CORSA® PERFORMANCE ADDS XTREME SOUND LEVEL
TO FORD RAPTOR PRODUCT LINE
BEREA, Ohio – Owners of 2011-2014 Ford Raptors can now experience a more
aggressive exhaust note with CORSA® Performance’s new Xtreme sound level CatBack exhaust system.
CORSA’s new Xtreme sound level Cat-Back exhaust system, with resonator
delete kit, is designed with a deep, throaty growl to enhance the driving experience
under acceleration. It features CORSA’s exclusive patented Reflective Sound
Cancellation® (RSC®) technology, which dials out the low frequencies that cause drone,
resulting in cleaner sound and greater performance.
“Through numerous interactions and demand from our consumers, our
engineers have worked diligently to deliver our most aggressive sounding exhaust
systems for Raptor truck owners,” said Craig R. Kohrs, VP and General Manager, TMG
Performance Products. “Our new Xtreme sound level matches the bold appearance and
styling of the Ford Raptor and has flow bench-tested at a 35 percent gain in exhaust
flow versus a stock system.”
CORSA offers the Xtreme sound level as a Single Side Exit exhaust system with
sleek Twin 4-inch Pro-Series Tips, for 133-inch (part numbers #14759/14759BLK) and
144-inch (part numbers #14760/14760BLK) wheelbases, in either polished or custom
black PVD-coated tips, laser etched with the CORSA logo.
CORSA’s Cat-Back exhaust system is manufactured in the U.S.A. from premium
stainless steel and is 50 state emissions legal. Complete installation hardware and

instructions are included and a limited lifetime warranty protects the exhaust for the life
of the vehicle.
For those customers that already own a CORSA Sport sound level Cat-Back
exhaust system for 2011-2014 Ford Raptors, the company now offers a resonator
delete pipe and flange kit that easily bolts onto both the 133-inch (part number #14757)
and the 144-inch (part number #14758) wheelbase trucks. The resonator delete pipe
significantly amplifies the exhaust note for a bolder sound.
Watch a video of the Ford Raptor exhaust system showcasing the Xtreme sound
level at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YYvKZUvKCII.
About CORSA Performance
CORSA® Performance, a TMG Performance Products brand, headquartered in
Berea, Ohio, is a leading manufacturer of premium exhaust systems and air intakes for
cars, trucks and SUVs. Through advanced engineering and a relentless drive to deliver
cutting-edge products, CORSA Performance offers some of the industries most
advanced exhaust and air intake systems. All CORSA products are backed by premium
performance and customer service. For more information, call 800.486.0999 or visit
www.corsaperformance.com.
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